7th Year Brain Bang Course Closing Ceremony

Brain Bangs 7th successful year ended on Friday, the 23rd of March 2012. As all of our
previous closing ceremonies we had an vibrant fun filled ceremony. Brain bang is a
support group under the umbrella of F.O.C.C. ( Friends of Cry Club) Kuwait. Friends of
CRY Club is a group of dedicated volunteers in Kuwait in service of the deprived
children in India.
Friends of CRY Club was established in November 2003 in Kuwait with the objective of
having sustainable, result oriented, well founded organization which will continue to be
in service of the deprived children of India with synergic participation of a cross section
of people in Kuwait.
In line with this aim and to help children of Kuwait the support group of Brain bang was
started with the group headed by Mr. Javis Jerald and a team of dedicated volunteers.

A pray song by Rose started the programme followed by a lovely ice breaker game to
charge the participants with enthusiasm. Mrs Annief , teacher at IEA gave a lecture on
Studying Tips . Creatively worded poem( Astrid ), riddles with alot of lateral thinking
answers( Siddhesh, Jeffrin and Sanjay), dances to lively music ( Fiona and Dayita)
,instrumental music ( Aryaman), karate stunts ( Sriram and Siddesh) and beautifully
sung songs(Rohan, Shireen , Preeti and Someishwar) made the ceremony a wonderful
event. The whole programme was compered by Kynara Fernandes which ended with
certificates and gift hampers to all the children . Special trophies were given to Shawn
Vaz and Keertini who completed successful the complete 3 years of the Brain Bang
course.
All Brian bang volunteers Javis Jerald, Janis D’sa, Nisrin Merchant, Hema Gopi, Akila
Kumar, Annief, Gayatri Ravindran, Radhika Selvam, Masooma, Sushant Chakravarty,
Anamika chakravarty, Sara Rose, Nandini Sankar, Rose Lourds & Flavia Helen Vaz
were given a certificate of appreciation who give their valuable time and effort to make
these classes successful. The ceremony brought to the end another full filled enriching
year to Brain bang classes.

A special session just for parents is being held from the second week of April. Parents
who are interested can register on the FOCC website www.focckwt.org.
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